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Career and Employment Guide

T

he labour market in Slovakia has undergone turbulent changes
since the fall of the communist regime in 1989. Long-term unemployment and youth unemployment along with a weak connection
between academia and work skills are challenges that Slovakia has been
facing for many years. But some new measures and approaches are finally
bringing initial positive results as you will see within these pages.
In-house HR managers and HR companies need to keep pace with
the latest techniques as well as dealing with the ideas of the younger
generation entering the labour market. The aim must be the full utilisation of their potential, building their commitment and also getting the
know-how of the more experienced, older generation passed down to their
successors.
This new edition of the Career and Employment Guide by The
Slovak Spectator provides you, our readers, with short profiles of key HR
managers, information about HR companies operating in the Slovak
market and much more detailed information and statistics that will help
you understand trends in the Slovak labour market as a dynamic part of
the European Union.
We wish you pleasant and informative reading.
Ján Pallo, Publisher
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overview

Unemployment and education
remain the focus
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2014, while the EU 28 average was even lower:
9.9 percent. Slovakia’s jobless rate was the sixth
highest at the end of 2014, with only Greece,
Spain, Cyprus, Portugal and Croatia reporting
higher rates.
Martin Krekáč, chairman and owner of
Jenewein Group and senior partner of Amrop,
when commenting on the most significant
trends on the labour market in 2014 cited continued stagnation.
“Proposed policies do not include needed
systemic measures, which would make the
labour market more dynamic,” Krekáč told The
Slovak Spectator. “This factor along with the
continuing uncertainty and unpredictability
on the global market are causing employers to
behave overcautiously.”
Economists see several reasons behind the
consistently high unemployment in Slovakia. They include the structure of Slovakia’s
economy, labour optimisation, high payroll taxes
and the low level of education and discrimination excluding the Roma population from the
labour market.
Andrej Arady, macro economist with VÚB

bank, specified that the structure of Slovakia’s economy is dominated by industry. The
economic growth between 2003 and 2013
was driven by sectors with a high growth of
labour productivity and thus there was no need
to create new working positions. Industrial
production made up 39 percent of the economic
growth between 2003 and 2013, but the number of work places fell by 9 percent.
In respect to the persisting high jobless rate it
looks like that Slovakia has not moved anywhere
as the jobless rate remains about 14 percent
on average over the last 20 years, according to
Zdenko Štefanides, chief economist with VÚB.
”But something has been changing here and
it is that work positions are being generated this
year [2014] and that they are generated quite
quickly, either if we compare quarter to quarter
or year on year,” Štefanides said, adding that the
number of work positions during the third quarter of 2014 was 1.4 percent higher compared to
the same quarter of 2013.
The jobless rate decreased too, when it went
down from the peak at the beginning of 2013 by
more than 2.5 percentage points.
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igh unemployment rates, even as
they fall slightly, remain a persistent
problem. Though unemployment fell
by more than 1 percentage point during 2014
and new jobs came from lower levels of growth,
employers remain cautions, citing slower than
originally expected economic recovery in Europe
as well as the Russo-Ukrainian conflict as source
of their concerns.
The average jobless rate calculated by the
Central Office of Labour, Social Affairs and
Family (ÚPSVaR) based on the unemployed
who are ready to take a job, the so-called registered unemployment rate, amounted to 12.79
percent in 2014 and decreased by 1.32 percentage points compared to 2013. The average
unemployment rate is nearly as low as it was in
2010, according to Labour Minister Ján Richter.
“Certainly various steps we offered within
the projects to help young unemployed below
29 years of age, but also regional measures,
helped to achieve this,” Richter told the press, as
quoted by the TASR newswire.
Human resource professionals see different
reasons behind the positive development. Luboš
Sirota, general director at McROY Group,
pointed to the relatively significant growth of
employment which occurred in spite of the
milder economic growth.
“This was because the market benefited from
layoffs from previous periods,” Sirota told The
Slovak Spectator. “Many companies, by optimising their personnel costs pre-stocked, by which
they responded to the rise in income and payroll
taxes as well as changes in the Labour Code.
Because in 2014 it was not possible to increase
labour productivity at such a pace as during
the previous period, the growth of productivity
brought with it automatically also the creation
of new jobs.”
Despite the falling unemployment rate,
it remains high compared to other EU countries. The seasonally adjusted jobless rate in the
eurozone stood at 11.4 percent in December

“Thus is happening something positive
and this is the fact that while the economy did
not create too many work positions so far, even
though we grew quickly, now, even though we
are not growing so quickly, work positions are
being created,” Štefanides said. “This is a bit peculiar phenomenon, but the fact is that it occurs
not only in Slovakia but also globally.”
The Financial Policy Institute (IFP), a think
tank of the Finance Ministry, sees the low level
of education and discrimination excluding the
Roma population from the labour market as another reason for the high jobless rate in Slovakia.
While the share of the majority society with jobs
is about 60 percent, for Roma it is only between
15 and 17 percent.
“One of reasons of exclusion of Roma from
the labour market are missing skills and low level
of education,” the IFP writes in its analysis. “But
also the extensive discrimination on the labour
prevents higher employment.”
According to the IFP, if the Roma population achieves average results of the majority
population on the labour market, the general
unemployment rate would decrease to 11 percent.
“Even though this is still far from acceptable
levels, without integration of the Roma into the
work process the general unemployment rate
will not decrease in a more significant scale in
the future,” the IFP’s analysis reads.

OuTLOOk fOr 2015
Economists expect the Slovakia’s economy,
even when its growth is not so robust in 2015,
will continue to create jobs, but at a bit slower
pace than in 2014. The IFP prognosticated
in its economic outlook updated in February
2015 that about 14,000 new work positions
will be created, especially in services. At that
pace, the unemployment rate would fall to
12.9 percent in 2015 and further down to 10.5
percent in 2018.
More employed people is also the aim of the
National Strategy of Employment passed by the
government in late November 2014. Its main
goal is to increase the employment of people
aged between 20 and 64 years to 72 percent,
while it stood at 65.4 percent during the first
half of 2014. The key sector should be industrial
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production, but also employees in trade and
services should keep their jobs.
Thus, according to the Labour Ministry it
is necessary to secure during upcoming years a
sufficient number and a suitable structure of the
workforce in all sectors of the national economy.

DuaL EDuCaTION
Hopes are pinned on the law on vocational
education, with the planned effectiveness as of
September, introducing elements of dual education into the current system.
This law creates conditions under which
employers could join the education process and
provide students with practical training. The
bill, which is just being discussed in the parliament, has raised discussions, for example, about
certification of workplaces. Education Minister
Juraj Draxler, believes that these questions can
be solved during the parliamentary discussion as
the certification scheme is a minor matter.
“The important thing is that this law bringing a stronger interconnection of the school and
practice creates a framework so employers take
on students and acquaint them with often very
expensive and modern technologies,” Draxler
told The Slovak Spectator. “Thus after finishing
the secondary school they can work with these
expensive technologies and firms do not need to
retrain them at high costs.”
Adoption of the law on dual education
is only one of Draxler’s goals as the challenge
in terms of the education system is that even
though Slovakia’s education system keeps generating good results, it still runs based on an old
model set up during the previous communist
regime.
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“It is too focused on producing an averagely
educated student, but we put less stress on
having also some of excellent quality,” Draxler
told The Slovak Spectator. “There is space for
improvement already at the level of elementary
school, but more so at the level of secondary and
especially at the level of universities.”
Better education and more interconnection
between schools and work skills should help
companies secure an inflow of qualified labour
and avoid the situation that occurred before the
economic crisis: even though the unemployment rate was quite high, some companies had
problems filling specialised positions.

GENEraTION Y
Another challenge the Slovak labour market
faces is the arrival of the so-called Generation
Y, or Millennials. Unlike previous generations,
people born between the early 1980s and the
early 2000s are refusing overtime or working
during weekends and national holidays. They are
ambitious, prefer working in teams, share their
successes and care about their work-life balance
more than their parents or grandparents did.
“These people do not live to work, but
work to live,” said Sirota. “They are more selfconfident, assertive; they are more interested in
working conditions, wage, benefits, education,
flexibility, possibilities of a home office and so
on.”
Sirota noted that they do not have any fundamental problems to travel for better working
conditions and career challenges.
“This is true especially in case of talented
and creative people with high qualifications,
meaning those that companies need the most,”
said Sirota. “The result is that the global fight for
talent will grow.”
But Igor Šulík, managing partner of Amrop,
points out that also members of Generation Y
are exposed to a demanding challenge when
they want to harmonise their expectations with
the expectations of those for whom they want
to work.
“Both sides face a challenge how to correctly
understand the thinking of the other side,” Šulík
told The Slovak Spectator. n
By Jana Liptáková
Spectator staff
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25th Anniversary – A Generation
of Service and Results
„Anniversaries

Martin Krekáč
Chairman & Owner, Jenewein Group
Founder & Senior Partner, Amrop – Fipra

„We have a chance

to become
a better person every day, to be supportive and
compassionate, and to benefit others and our
community. Some professions (like doctors or
teachers) offer this opportunity on a daily basis. Uncompromising rules and tough competition applied in business make this rare, but
not impossible. I see myself as a business consultant and coach who is here to help clients
to get aligned with their true self.
Asking honest questions helps us finding
answers that speak to both soul and mind.
I am a catalyst of transformation for my clients from the inside out. We are in search for
meaning, walking the path of least resistance
where goals turn into expressions of their true
selves. Business solutions made in this way
make not only economic sense, but also benefit others. We are improving the lives of other
people, we are being instead of doing. We are

provide a useful
opportunity for reflection. Over the 25 years
of Jenewein Group´s existence, several companies in our consulting industry, including
many large and prominent ones, have come
and gone. So what has been the secret of our
success?
The first word that springs to mind is execution. Jenewein Group together with two
other leading consulting firms, Amrop and
Fipra, have earned a reputation for always delivering – there is no other similar partnership
of consulting firms that can match our record
of success in delivering tailor-made and innovative solutions to clients. We are well known
for treating clients as our number one priority
and have always worked hard to develop deep
relationships that last.
Having a unique approach towards serving our clients, however, is no guarantee of
continued success. To stay at the top we al-

becoming better people. The older I get, the
more I appreciate the simple things that are
proven over time. To me, Jenewein Group
was always like this – trustworthy, honest
and correct in every relationship they developed. Its founder, employees and associates
stayed humble and competent. I have been
impressed by this firm over years. Energised
by the Velvet Revolution they showed great
enthusiasm.
Even today, after 25 years, I admire their
professionalism and honesty. The story of
Jenewein Group and its specialised firms
Amrop and Fipra is also a story of all of us –
respectable people who seized a chance and
wanted work hard to get to the top, while
not forgetting to stay human. For all of these
reasons, I am honored to be an Ambassador of their 25th Anniversary Celebrations
Campaign.

“

ways need to be one step ahead, continually
advancing into new frontiers as we embrace
challenges to foster success. A big part of our
fruitful history is our capacity to adapt to a
changing environment and set new standards
in the market. I am very pleased that all three
companies continue to be driven by the same
entrepreneurial spirit and desire for constant
innovation that has enabled us to thrive and
prosper for such a long time.
In some respects, Jenewein Group, including Amrop Slovakia and Fipra Slovakia, have
changed beyond all recognition. But in one
crucial area we remain the same – our principles and values. These fundamentals have
stood the test of time and are the foundation
and ultimate source of inspiration and passion
for success, both for our clients and ourselves.
The past 25 years have been an amazing journey. I am sure the coming decades will be just
as exciting.

“

Andrea Vadkerti
Ambassador, 25th Anniversary
campaign of Jenewein Group

Gaining TRUST and creating
VALUE – the new business mantra!
Amrop continuously expands the portfolio of its Leadership Consulting Services. The most
recent addition to the core services in the form of Context Driven Leadership Assessment,
Executive Coaching and Organizational Consulting is Talent Dynamics – a business development pathway for accelerating trust and flow. Its modules at the level of the individual,
team or leadership increase the growth, trust and effectiveness of cooperation. It teaches
managers to take individual talents of people into consideration to create and distribute
value at all levels and incorporate entrepreneurial spirit in their everyday managerial decisions. You can learn more about Talent Dynamics in the interview with Andrea Vadkerti,
an acclaimed TV journalist, and also coach, mentor and certified Talent Dynamics Consultant as well as Amrop Senior Special Advisor and Ambassador of 25th Anniversary Campaign of Jenewein Group and its leading consulting firms Amrop and Fipra.
Why do you begin every conversation with
a client by asking “Who are you?” and “What
is your legacy”?
I believe that as in every area of life where
you focus to produce meaningful results the
starting point is to get to know yourself. We
pay too much interest in others and do not look
inside. No matter who you are and what you
achieved, one of the things that everyone struggles with at some point is knowing who they
are. There is no objective standard to use. As
individuals our point of view is heavily biased,
sometimes towards the positive or sometimes to
the negative. We ask those who know us well
their opinion, but again there is the danger of a
hidden agenda. Either people will focus on positives to spare our feelings, or sometimes might
focus on negatives to score points. So many consultants and coaches, will turn only to analysis
of the effects of your personality. The individuals that you leave impressions on the environment around you, we measure it 360 degree, the
people we interact with, the choices we make.
Looking inside is more effective. If we can understand ourselves, we can accurately assess our
strengths and compensate for those things that
challenge us so we can improve and develop.
Why do personality tests from the last century fail so often?
We instinctually need to classify and categorise. This is why in psychology there is an
important difference between personality types
and personality traits. Types categorise. People
are either/or. So someone is either introverted or
extroverted. Traits acknowledge a sliding scale.
People can be place on a line between ‘fully introverted’ to ‘fully extroverted’. Because of prob-

lems with consistency and how people answer
psychometric tests, personality type theories
have fallen out of favour in psychology. Just
for your information, MBTI is a ‘type’ instrument for example. There is another issue with
this objective analysis. Ironically, we can struggle to come to terms with the idea that something other than ourselves can tell us who we
are. We resist the categorisation of any instrument even if it is a ‘trait’ instrument especially
if it goes against our own self-image. I believe
in holistic approaches. I use all methods mentioned above, but only as a compatibility test.
Talent Dynamics profiling is based on the old
Chinese Zen teaching path of least resistance
and the Classic of Book of Changes known as I
Ching. We work with energies and talents. This
model was developed and proved in Singapore,
the most developed country in the world. I live
there with my family, we see it working every
single day. I trust it.
You stated that “gaining TRUST while creating VALUE is a new business mantra”, correct?
If you are trusted, you will be delivering
value. Value is what ensures you have a place in
the team, or a place in the market. As long as you
are delivering value, your clients will want to buy
from you and your boss will see a reason for you
to be in the team! Team success is about being
proactive with Trust and Flow and not reactive to
market indicators. You just need to look at Apple to see how this is true. People buy products
from them without even seeing them or touching them. They queue in the streets for hours to
get the next new Apple product! They have a very
high level of trust with their customers.

What happens when you focus on building
Trust and Flow?
Productivity speeds up, accuracy levels improve, attention levels increase. This is to say
nothing of how communication improves, you
feel more connected to the organisation and at
the end of the day you have more fun. Company results improve dramatically. I finalise every
single cooperation with my clients by measuring and thus proving the significant financial
impact, with measurable increase in profits.
The full version of the article and more about
Talent Dynamics and Leadership Consulting can
be found at www.amrop.sk.
Prepared by Igor Šulík, Managing Partner,
Amrop
Amrop is a leader in
Executive Search &
Leadership Consulting
in more than 50 countries. It is a member
of AESC and is its longest active member and remains the only member with a
fully-fledged office in Slovakia since 1990.
Our unique Context Driven approach to
executive search helps our clients find
Leaders for What’s Next – top talent,
adept at working across borders in markets around the world.
The firm approaches consulting projects using its own model of Amrop 3D
Practices based on combination of sector
knowledge, functional expertise and ownership specificities of the client organization that enables our consultants effectively address even most difficult challenges
and problems of Boards, C-suite managers and highly skilled experts.
Amrop delivers consulting solutions in
following business areas:
l Executive Search
l Professional Search
l Board Advisory
l Leadership Services
l Executive Coaching
For more information
go to www.amrop.sk
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Human resources sector highlights
l Less than 5 percent of those employed in
Slovakia have a part-time contract. It is almost
the lowest number in the European Union; only
Bulgarians have a lower share of part-timers.
The EU average is almost 20 percent while the
leader is the Netherlands where some 50 percent
of employees work that way. The extension of
part-time employment contracts would help
mothers returning to work after maternity leave.
Also students and pensioners utilise them. The
state would like to see older people working as
part-timers more often. Firms say that it would
be better if supply and demand solve the future
of part-time work and not the state.
l More than half of people are dissatisfied at
work. In a survey that the biggest job website,
Profesia.sk, conducted among almost 4,000
respondents, 50.6 percent of them were dissatisfied with their jobs. Over 50 percent were
unhappy with low salary, a study published in
February 2014 said. Zero career opportunities
are another complaint, while the third reason
behind dissatisfaction is their boss. Almost
two-thirds of people said in the survey that they
would change their jobs for less than €300 more.
Less than one-quarter would do so with €100
more and over 7 percent would accept their old
salary from a new employer.
l Close to one in five working people in
Slovakia have higher qualifications than required
for their jobs. This stems from an analysis that
Poštová Banka has drawn up based on figures
from the OECD going back to the situation
in 2012 and released in February 2014. “This
group includes many Slovak high-school, college
and university graduates who did not choose
the right major – one which is sought-after by
employers,” the bank’s analyst Eva Sadovská
commented. The overqualified people who are
stuck in their jobs are therefore facing difficulties in looking for a new job, which is further
compounded by the high unemployment rate in
Slovakia.
l The average gross monthly wages in central
and eastern Europe (CEE) was compared at the
beginning of 2014 by the Lugera company, concluding that the gross minimum wage was the
highest in Poland (€404), followed by Slovakia
(€352), Hungary (€328) and the Czech Republic (€310), while Romania lagged behind with

34
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a selection of surveys, polls and research conducted in the Hr sector
from January 2014 to february 2015

€205. The average gross monthly salary was approximately the same in the Czech Republic and
Slovakia (€1,028) followed by Poland (€918),
Hungary (€896) and Romania (€538).
l Differences in salaries between men and
women in the financial sector start to appear
early into their careers, an overview of Grafton
Recruitment for the second quarter of 2014
states. Although they begin their career at the
same level as graduates, at around 25 years of
age the first differences appear. At the climax
of their careers, the divergences can be as big
as €1,000. The average salary for all positions
in the financial sector oscillated around €1,590
among women, while for men this was at about
€2,060. At managerial positions, the average
salary for women was €2,830 and for men
€3,300. In all, women take 69 percent of all
positions in the financial branch, but when it
comes to managerial positions, only 46 percent
are women while 54 percent are men. Experts
of Grafton Recruitment see as the reasons
behind these differences in remuneration and
promotion that women’s careers are interupred by children and maternity leave, adding
that men are naturally more ambitious and
self-confident while women tend to more often
suspend their professional growth, losing more
years of experience.

l Commuting is a factor seriously impacting
labour effectiveness and motivation; the total
time of commuting has increased since 2012
by five minutes globally, according to a poll of
the Regus company based on responses of more
than 22,000 people. Currently, the commuting
time is more than half an hour (32.5 minutes)
compared to only 27 minutes two years ago. In
Slovakia, people commute for about 25 minutes
– i.e. 50 minutes a day on average. However, this
time increases markedly in winter, rain, icy road
surfaces, etc. Busy commuters make business
calls (67 percent), contact family or friends (40
percent), manage emails (32 percent), and make
private phone calls concerning the household
(23 percent).
l A survey on family businesses was made by
the European Partnership for Public Strategies,
the Slovak Business Agency, the Amrop company and the Platform of Women of Slovakia. In
May and June 2014, they asked about conditions for family enterprises in Slovakia, focusing
on specifics and trends. In total, 18 companies
participated, in various spheres, from almost
all regions (with Bratislava being represented
most). Almost 75 percent started the business
in the first half of the 1990s, claiming the easily
available, qualified and motivated labour and
available materials as the main motivations. Fi-

nances and loans were claimed as the dominant
problem in the beginnings of doing business.
Other problems for beginning entrepreneurs are
excessive red tape and insufficiently qualified labour – which are, however, typical for small- and
medium-sized enterprises. A specific problem
of family businesses is the convergence of family
and professional life. Family businesses are usually formed naturally, rather than being planned
in the initial phase, with the most frequent form
being a joint business of a married couple or of
a parent and one child. The trend to prefer relatives for leading positions can be observed, with
the exception being bigger firms where external
managers also work. Family members are more
interested in results and better motivated, the
survey found. However, a disadvantage is the
difficulty of creating respect among relatives and
the threat of transferring problems from business
to family, and vice versa.
l Slovakia placed 46th of 60 countries listed
in the World Talent Report by Swiss IMD institute. The report assessed the ability of countries
to develop, lure and keep talented people for the
needs of domestic companies. The report was
published by F. A. Hayek Foundation. The list
is topped by Switzerland, followed by Denmark,
Germany, Finland and Malaysia.
l A manager in retail earns four times more
than his subordinates, a study of Platy.sk website
determined. Managers in the leasing sector are
best paid, with their average monthly salary
amounting to €4,561. Ordinary employees in
leasing have salaries comparable to the average in
other sectors, thus showing the biggest difference
between managers and workers, according to
the study published in November 2014. The
biggest differences can be found in retail, leasing, transport, wholesale, financial consultancy,
health care and the car industry, where ordinary
employees earn three to four times less than their
managers. The highest salaries of ordinary workers can be found in IT, telecommunications,
leasing, banking and pharmaceutical, with retail
being on the opposite end of the spectrum (10
percent of retail employees get less than €400
a month). The differences between managers
and subordinates are quite balanced in state
administration, education, electronic and printing industries.
l The Platy.sk website scrutinised the tradition
of year-end bonuses, so-called 13th salaries,
once a must-have for every employee and every
company. In December 2014, only one in seven
employees received it, with workers of bigger
companies having a higher chance of getting
one, an online poll found. Around 15 percent
of people get these bonuses, with the average

amount being €662 – approximately the same as
in 2013. Only a few companies pay the equivalent of a monthly salary. Generally, the higher
the position in the company, the higher the 13th
salary. Only 10 percent of manual workers said
they received this bonus, while among managers,
the frequency is 20 percent. The biggest bonuses
are given to managers and IT workers – 20 to
25 percent. The most employees who get them
work for firms with 251 to 1,000 employees. As
for sectors, most recipients of year-end bonuses
work in production, transmission and distribution of energy, media, or in industrial production; the highest bonuses are given to people in
IT, production, transmission and distribution
of energy, media, construction, architecture and
real estates.
l The 2015 Workmonitor Employee Outlook
by the Randstad company tapped the expectations for this year, with a total of 58 percent of
respondents expecting 2015 to be better than
the previous year: Slovakia placed, with its 47
percent, in the lower part of the chart, between
31 percent in Japan and 93 percent in Brazil.
As for the salary raise by the end of this year,
32 percent of Slovaks hope for it – as do 21
percent of Japanese and 90 percent of Indians,
overall, 52 percent. A one-time bonus at the
end of the year is foreseen by 57 percent of
Slovaks (21 percent of Greeks and 86 percent of
Mexicans) of the total 50 percent. A total of 57
percent of people worldwide say their employer
allows them to define their own career path, as
compared to 40 percent of Slovaks, 36 percent
of Japanese and 82 percent of Indians. On the
other hand, 34 percent of all people believe that
their current job will be automated in 10 years –
while only 19 percent of Slovaks believe this, 17
percent of Austrians and 70 percent of Indians.
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l Based on predictions the number of new
jobs will increase by about 15,000 in 2015,
which would increase the employment rate by
about 0.5 percentage points. This will be only
half of the increase in 2014. The new jobs will
be generated mostly in industry, services and
IT. Analyst with Poštová Banka Jana Glasová
expects the registered jobless rate to drop to
11.8 percent by the end of 2015. During summer, which is typical for seasonal work, the
unemployment rate should even fall to 11.5
percent, she added. Glasová, however, does not
expect that the differences between the regions
would be reduced significantly. Meanwhile,
the Profesia.sk job website informed it had
published a total of more than 155,000 job
offers in 2014, which is 22 percent more than
in 2013.
l A new phenomenon on the labour market
is “the millennium generation” that is more
critical towards employers, doing business and
considers personal development as crucial as
the profits and products of a company, Millennial Survey 2015, the fourth such survey
by the Deloitte company, has found. The
company asked young people, future leaders
from 29 countries, about their opinions. Up
to 75 percent of the millennium generation
thinks that companies focus too much on their
own goals, instead of trying to also contribute
to improvements in society. Moreover, only 28
percent think their employer uses their skills
maximally; and 53 percent have the ambition
to become leaders or top managers at their
current company. In the developing markets
65 percent want to achieve this goal, while on
developed markets, a mere 38 percent stated
this goal. This number was higher among men
than among women. n
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HR managers talk shifting priorities

M

The Slovak Spectator (TSS): How has the
labour market in Slovakia changed during
the last 25 years? Has something surprised
you in its development either in a positive or
negative way?
Martin Krekáč (MK), chairman and
owner of Jenewein Group and senior partner
of Amrop: It has moved forward very significantly because 25 years ago the labour market in
Slovakia did not exist; everybody was employed.
The labour market arose along with the market
economy and, similar to the rest of the society,
sometimes rather turbulently.
Luboš Sirota (LS), general director at
McROY Group: I see two main trends. Firstly,
differences between academia and practical
needs have deepened from the viewpoint of
prepared graduates. We have thus gotten into a
situation when, while unemployment is high,
companies still have problems to fill many qualified positions like IT specialists, programmers of
CNC machines, welders and so on. The second
main trend, from my viewpoint, is the arrival of
a new generation on the labour market which is
mentally prepared to carry out several occupations during their career. Compared with the
situation 25 years ago this is a significant shift
given that at that time people were able to imagine spending even their whole career employed
at one company and at the same position. But
in the new generation the desire for stability was
replaced by the desire for challenges and change.
Mariana Turanová (MT), managing partner of Target Executive Search in Slovakia:
From my headhunter point of view, I am really
happy to see how many experienced people we
see these days. While it was extremely difficult
to find some experienced managers 15 years
ago and our clients had to simply train younger
people and rely on their good intentions and
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ore than 25 years have passed since
the fall of the totalitarian regime in
Slovakia and the years have brought
not only democracy but also foreign investors and corporate culture. Other milestones
included European Union entry and weathering
the economic storm of the crisis years, human
resources professionals tell The Slovak Spectator.
Martin Krekáč, Igor Šulík, Mario Fondati,
Luboš Sirota, Mariana Turanová, and Gerard
Koolen commented on the development of
the Slovak labour market over the past quarter
century, as well as the challenges facing Generation Y.

language skills, currently, the clients can have a
very good choice of skilled managers and team
leaders who are trained in team coaching. We do
not see so many arrogant well paid individualists in top positions and rather meet competent,
structured corporate professionals. If we look at
this from the other side, some 15-20 years ago,
people were much more motivated, ready to sacrifice more, take a risk, lived for their companies.
They naturally grew up by now, got older, have
their own families – so the level of motivation to
work overtime and be innovative decreased.
Gerard Koolen (GK), group managing
partner of Lugera: What surprises me is that it
has hardly moved. Slovak companies still employ
only Slovak staff. The international companies
start with expat managers and gradually have
Slovak managers taking over. Few of the Slovak
staff move to other countries, when compared
with Czech and Romanian managers. The
labour market as such is very stable and predictable. This could be judged as positive. The
quality of management has gradually increased
though it is as difficult as it was 18 years ago to
attract excellent sales and marketing staff, both
on operative levels as on senior levels.
TSS: What were in your opinion the
biggest milestones in the development of the
labour market in Slovakia over the last 25
years and why?
MK: After a period of seemingly boundless
opportunities especially for enthusiastic young
people with language skills, and who were not
burdened with the heritage of the previous

regime in the 1990s, a new period began when
it was not enough to master languages. Relevant
knowledge and experience was required. Similarly this was a period of dynamic growth of
Slovakia’s economy and the period during which
demand on the labour market significantly
exceeded the offerings in many aspects. During
recent years the development on the labour
market may be marked as stagnating with a high
jobless rate, which, for various reasons, still has
not been solved.
LS: Primarily it was the arrival of significant foreign investors, who not only considerably affected the whole structure of the Slovak
economy, but formed by their standards new
requirements for employees. They significantly
affected also development of the corporate culture in Slovakia and were a kind of benchmark
for setting HR processes in local companies.
The second fundamental milestone was the
crisis between 2008 and 2009. It brought along
with it not only the end of job hoppers, but also
strong growth in labour productivity, including
setting up more effective processes in companies.
A significant milestone was also conception
of many private universities producing graduates
without a significant chance to establish themselves on the labour market.
Also opening of labour markets abroad has
brought a fundamental change to Slovakia. It
put local companies in front of a new challenge:
to fight for quality people with their competition from abroad.
MT: Surely joining the EU increased the
country’s visibility on the world map and
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made some global corporations open here.
Another milestone was the global financial
crisis that hit the country hard, but Slovakia
was among the countries that got back on the
track among the fastest. When we talk about
this from the labour point of view, especially
the crisis influenced the market to a big extent
and literally changed the candidate market into
the client market – so no more extensive hiring
and spiraling package growth. On the contrary,
companies stabilised their headcounts (after
some layoffs, sometimes massive), and any
new opening was thought through much more
continuously than before the crisis.
Further, the compensation expectations
of candidates decreased. Whereas before the
crisis first level management would talk about
€5,000 gross/month fixed as the minimum
level, the level got down to €3,000 afterward.
The spiral has started to turn up again, and as
the packages grew it is not as easy to find fitting
candidates for managerial positions anymore,
mainly due to very specific expectations clients
have for seniority and people management.
GK: The greatest milestone I would say is
the stability and predictability. Further, it is a big
achievement that the labour market is still able
to deliver enough labour force for the produc-

tion sector as this is in general in the European
Union on the decline.
TSS: What are some of the challenges
presented by the arrival of Generation Y to the
labour market? Does Slovakia face the same
challenges as labour markets abroad?
Igor Šulík (IŠ), managing partner of Amrop: The Slovak labour market is standardised
and thus it may be said that members of Generation Y represent a similar challenge as in other
developed markets. The increase in the number
of members of Generation Y means a challenge
especially for organisational setting of companies
and their managers. Because expectations of this
generation differ from those typical for previous
generations, firm leaders have to, with support
of HR departments, look for effective ways to
work with these people, how to motivate them
and how to get the performance they need.
On the other hand, it is necessary to say that
also members of Generation Y are exposed to a
demanding challenge when they want to harmonise their expectations with expectations of
those for whom they want to work. Both sides
face a challenge how to correctly understand the
thinking of the other side.
LS: The arrival of Generation Y will mean
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the same as for labour markets abroad. This is
because members of Generation Y do not have
any fundamental problems to travel for better
working conditions and career challenges. This
is true especially in case of talented and creative
people with high qualifications, meaning those
that companies need the most. The result is that
the global fight for talent will grow. Moreover,
Generation Y reacts to different impetuses and
challenges than its predecessors. These people
do not live to work, but work to live. They are
more self-confident, assertive; they are more
interested in working conditions, wage, benefits,
education, flexibility, possibilities of a home
office and so on. And in doing so, not the career
promotion or money but the work itself is what
is motivating for them. Thus they put bigger
stress on sense, experiences, challenges; they like
to share their feelings. They care about the social
status of the working position. Young people put
much bigger stress on work-life balance and refuse overtime on principle. They require an individual approach and especially responsive bosses,
even though they themselves often are not such.
They are unwilling to tolerate mistakes, but they
consider them something natural in their own
work and want to learn from them. Thus, at first
sight they are more difficult to control, but on
SP015004/002
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the other hand they are more creative, flexible, they are not afraid of new challenges and
progressive proceedings. Companies will have to
adapt to these trends, otherwise they will fail in
the fight for the best.
MT: I would like to give just one practical example showing that Generation Y has a
big challenge to prove themselves against the
existing establishment in corporations. So it is
not the market that is challenged but Generation Y that is challenged. Generation Y people
do not have the same career chances that young
people of the previous generation had – making turbo careers, becoming board members,
directors in their 30s. They actually have to go
by rules, going up the career ladder step by step
and what we have noticed, thanks to personal
interviews we do, such young people – experts
with five to seven years of experience – want to
move and seek employment elsewhere seeing
no growth opportunity in the current organisation. It may sound sort of natural but if people
from, for example, banks see no career growth
opportunities at the bank they work for, where
else can they go? Banks have usually big HR
and training departments, and make one project
after the other and still the people feel left out
and want to leave. My understanding is they do
not have leaders to follow. So apparently, middle
or even top management positions in companies
on the local market may be blocked by managers
who may not be the best leaders. The young
generation is not patient and therefore wants to
move on. They have the guts to join innovative
small companies with unusual names and global
targets.
GK: Yes, Generation Y people will find it
difficult to enjoy working in many Slovak companies as Slovak companies are not promoting
entrepreneurship, creativity and independent
working. Traditional companies will have to
adjust their operations.
TSS: What were the most significant
trends you have observed on the labour market in the last year?
MK: The trend is continued stagnation. Proposed policies do not include needed systemic
measures, which would make the labour market
more dynamic. This factor along with the continuing uncertainty and unpredictability on the
global market are causing employers to behave
overcautiously.
LS: It was the relatively significant growth
of employment which occurred in spite of the
milder economic growth. This was because the
market benefited from layoffs from previous
periods. Many companies, by optimising their
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personnel costs pre-stocked, by which they
responded to the rise in income and payroll taxes
as well as changes in the Labour Code. Because
in 2014 it was not possible to increase labour
productivity at such a pace as during the previous period, the growth of productivity brought
with it automatically also the creation of new
jobs. And because especially there was less bad
news for the corporate sector, many companies
decided to fill once cancelled work positions.
GK: The most significant changes are that
companies understand more and more the importance of outsourcing HR and other non-core
activities which has an impact of course on the
labour market.
TSS: What are the biggest challenges HR
managers or departments face?
IŠ: HR departments continue to be confronted with the same task – to achieve more
results with resources which are continuously
reduced. Moreover, in many cases they have to
solve urgent lack of experts for certain positions,
for example in industry and IT, as supply of
university graduates is small and failing to satisfy
demand.
Simultaneously HR managers are becoming in many fields strategic partners of the top
management, which requires them to understand not only human resources but also the
business and its needs. Because of this we assume
that we will gradually see an increasing number
of HR managers who would move in their career
and in companies and will occupy positions of
executive directors.
LS: It is the challenge in the form of efforts
to obtain the most quality people while simultaneously keeping personnel costs under control.
Classic personnel advertisement is gradually getting less important; potential employees respond
to other impetuses and challenges. Social net-

works are becoming more important. Moreover,
there is a need to properly motivate employees to
achieve quality performances, support of creativity or reduction of fluctuation.
GK: The biggest challenge for HR managers
is to understand the power of outsourcing. HR
managers prefer to have as much direct headcount as possible whereas business economics
scream for outsourcing.
TSS: What HR instruments do companies
and their HR departments have to repatriate
Slovak talents from abroad? Do Slovak companies or institutions tap these instruments at
full extent?
Mario Fondati, partner of Amrop:: Many
HR professionals use the power of social media
to identify and try to get Slovaks living abroad
for work in Slovakia. They use only to a certain
extent the experience of consultancy companies,
which have a wide geographical coverage and
thus can address the given person directly at the
market at which he or she is active. But when
trying to get a person back to the local market
it is important that the headhunter approaches
him or her as if he wants to get an expat. It is
a mistake to assume that a Slovak will come to
Slovakia to work here only to return to their
homeland. Overwhelmingly, he or she will not
come to Slovakia to work here under conditions
significantly different from conditions he or she
has abroad today.
LS: The most effective benefit is a quality
internal corporate environment and motivating
corporate culture. More and more, employees
are taking working conditions and prospects for
career promotion into consideration. Moreover,
the possibility to offer an employee working in a
wealthier foreign country a bigger salary is often
limited for Slovak companies.
See Survey page 43
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Generation Y meets the labour market

U

nlike previous generations, people born
between the early 1980s and the early
2000s are refusing overtime and work
during weekends and national holidays, personnel managers say. They are ambitious, prefer
working in teams, share their successes and care
about their work-life balance more than their
parents or grandparents did. The so-called Generation Y, or Millennials, is visibly changing the
labour market, according to personnel managers
and companies.
“People who belong to Generation Y have
a significantly different view of work than their
predecessors did,” Luboš Sirota, head of the
McROY Group recruitment agency, told The
Slovak Spectator. “They do not live to work, but
rather work to live (well).”
This view then affects the salary and working condition requirements of the Millennials.
Regarding salaries, they often ask for one which
is higher than the average wage in the given
sector, Sirota said. He added they usually cannot
get it since they often lack necessary experience.
The Millennials also expect benefits taht will
allow them to maintain a higher standard of liv-
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Young people differ from their predecessors, which also reflects in job conditions

ing, said Ladislava Molnárová, a senior manager
of Amrop executive search company.
“If the employers want to keep them, they
should offer flexible working hours and home
office,” Molnárová told The Slovak Spectator.
Moreover, people from Generation Y (and
also Z) try to “achieve the higher positions in the
shortest possible time”, said Thibault Lefebvre,
CEO of Grafton Recruitment Europe, adding
they need difficult work and are actively searching for new possibilities to improve their skills.
Generation Y also expects good bosses.
“They demand higher tolerance for mistakes, as they are convinced that learning from
AdvAntAges And disAdvAntAges of generAtion Y workers

Advantages
Flexibility
Creativity
Progressiveness
Language skills
Technical skills
Eagerness and drive
for new challenges
Willing to work in team

Disadvantages
Lack of experience
High fluctuation
Intolerance to the mistakes of the others
Higher tolerance to their own mistakes
Exaggerated salary expectations
Weaker verbal and written presentation
skills
Less attention to details and precision
Source: McROY Group

mistakes is natural,” Sirota explained.
Millennials are also interested in their working environment and the company strategy.
They try to understand it and contribute to it,
Lefebvre explained. They are motivated by difficult tasks, and repetitive work can annoy them.
This generation also tries to communicate and
obtain feedback from their peers and managers.
Another typical feature is that they prefer working in teams, the team of personnel managers at
Grafton told The Slovak Spectator.
Unlike the previous generations, Millennials
prefer freedom in their work, which is a result
of a different upbringing. While Generation X
follows orders, Generation Y poses questions
before the work is carried out and that can make
it more difficult to immediately fulfil the tasks.
Moreover, they often disagree with their boss
and express their own opinion, according to
Molnárová.
Furthermore, Generations Y and Z have also
been affected and formed by the technological
revolution of the last 30 years, Lefebvre added.
“Generally it can be said that Generations Y
and Z are a big challenge for directors, leaders,

trends
HR and teachers in every working field,” Lefebvre told The Slovak Spectator.

HIGHEr fLuCTuaTION
The experiences of personnel managers and
companies show that Generation Y is not as
loyal to only one company as their predecessors
were. The surveys suggest that they are more
willing to change jobs about once every three
years, the Sme daily reported. One of the reasons
for such frequent changes is the higher salary
they may get at a new position, Molnárová
added. Personnel managers also say that young
people often do not know what they want to do.
“Since they do not have a clear idea about
their career, they want to experience and try as
much as possible, and are motivated by drawing on various working experiences,” Branislav
Jovankovič from McROY Group told Sme.
Though McROY Group confirmed that
the average time spent at one workplace is three
years, it added that Millennials spend even
less time working in call and service centres or
tourism.
“Their fluctuation is about seven times
higher than that of older employees,” Slovnaft
oil refinery spokesperson Anton Molnár told
Sme. The companies also confirm that Generation Y is not interested in working overtime.
“The young people want the quickest career
rise,” Imrich Sloboda, HR department head
at state-run railway freight carrier Cargo, told
Sme. “They, however, are not very willing to do
something for it.”
According to Molnárová, many people
younger than 35 also prefer work mobility.
They are more willing to work abroad and are
not as fixed to their home as their predecessors.
Moreover, many school graduates already have
some experience from working abroad during
their studies, which increases their value in the
market, she said.
The younger generation also postpones
establishing their own family to their 40s, Molnárová added.

differences between generAtion X And generAtion Y

Generation X
Accept differences
Pragmatists
Independent
Accept rules
PC
Use technologies
Friends ≠ Family

Generation Y
Seek differences
Optimists
Inventive
Change rules
Internet
Take technologies
Friends = Family
Source: Grafton Recruitment Slovakia

press release reads. The survey showed that 73
percent of respondents chose work-life balance
over a higher salary and 82 percent valued worklife balance over their position in a company.
Unlike generations before them, 42 percent
agreed or strongly agreed they would rather have
no job than one they hate.
“Millennials will constitute the majority of
the workforce in just five to six years from now,”
said Petter Nylander, CEO of Universum, as
quoted in the press release. “From an employer
branding perspective, companies that cater to
the needs of Millennials will lead in attracting,
recruiting and retaining them.”
Companies active in Slovakia also confirm
that Generation Y cares about their work-life
balance. One way to achieve it is the home office, Sme wrote.
“Working from home is an interesting
benefit for them, especially because of the savings in commuting costs and greater flexibility
and freedom,” Ľudmila Radosová, head of the
HR department at the Slovenský Plynárenský
Priemysel gas utility, told Sme.
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The Millennials also ask for benefits at
interviews.
“The older generation is often surprised and
asks where these graduates find the courage, and
even the gall, to insist on these benefits already
at the job interview,” Molnárová said.
Flexible working hours is still in its beginnings in Slovakia, according to Grafton’s team.
People from Generation Y and Z, however,
require some kind of flexibility in the time and
place of their work. This also depends on the
trust of the employer or manager in the members of his or her team, the Grafton’s team said.
According to them, the combination
of a well-established system of performance
measurement and accessibility of all necessary
technologies may allow for the implementation
of practices like working from a home office, job
sharing, changing careers and various forms of
shortened working hours.
Though Generation Y entered the labour
market some 10 years ago, the market is struggling with changes only during the past threefour years. Currently, both Generation X and Y
meet on the market, said Molnárová.
“For that reason it is a challenge to find
harmony and to create diversified, not unified
working conditions, but also a job description
and reward system which will take the differences of the employees from both generations
into account,” she added. n
By radka Minarechová
Spectator staff

WOrk-LIfE baLaNCE
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Generation Y also values personal development and a work-life balance over money and
status. They, however, still remain ambitious
and believe in their own ability to steer their
career, suggests an international survey carried
out by INSEAD Emerging Markets Institute
(EMI), the HEAD Foundation and Universum
on 16,000 respondents in 42 countries. It was
undertaken to better understand the many stereotypes of Millennials in the workplace and to
gain additional insights about them, the official
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How has management and HR
changed in the last 25 years?

T

wenty-five years are usually considered
the era of one generation. This is so also
because in a quarter of a century, people
– their expectations, demands and also their
lifestyles – change significantly. Over the last 25
years, equally important social change took place
on the Slovak, and the whole central-European
market, also fundamentally impacting the corporate world and management of companies.
If we imagine the times beginning in 1990,
we were in an era without internet or mobile
phones. It was rather an exception to have a
phone, a PC or good-quality foreign education,
and it used to be, to a certain degree, the sign of
a special social status. It was an absolute novelty
to speak about managers and management at
that time. These notions had only ambiguous, indefinite content in Slovakia – and the
same goes for personnel management and HR
consultancy.

fOrmING Of markET aS WELL
aS TraINING maNaGErS
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However, exactly at that time, the first ever
HR-consultancy companies started to appear in
post-communist countries, including Slovakia,
that were partially inspired by well-established
foreign consultancy companies, or were directly
their branches, and started forming the local
market of HR consultancy.
These companies, however, simultaneously
also took on their shoulders the responsibility
for the education of the market and managers
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themselves. Many expert terms and definitions,
today used completely commonly, were patiently
explained so that users could understanding
thier content and use them successfully and
especially effectively in everyday life.
The beginning of the 1990s was the time
when people began speaking foreign languages
and being open-minded, willing to receive training by foreign companies that were gradually arriving on the market had innumerable opportunities. Thanks to self-education and working for
foreign companies, combined with appropriate
motivation and eagerness to try often unknown
ideas, they become good managers and current
leaders of many companies operating in Slovakia
or beyond its borders.
Along with these personalities, another generation of managers started to grow. These were
not educated and formed under the previous
regime anymore, they usually spoke one or two
foreign languages and many had experience from
stays abroad – be it as students or participants
of foreign short-term work attachments. Their
views of various issues were different and in
many ways inspiring and supplementary to the
previous generation of superiors and mentors.

CHaNGE Of DEmaNDS
aND rEquIrEmENTS
In recent years, issues such as leadership and
development of leaders’ abilities have made it
to the forefront. Ever more frequently, managers have begun to be evaluated more in their
leadership competences than in their managerial
skills. Thus, expectations concerning leaders are
today much different than they were in the past.
We could say that a CEO of a company from 20
years ago would very probably not be competitive with his past skills.
From the point of view of the consultancy
company, it was thrilling to watch and partially to participate in forming the perception
of managers and leaders. Terms like executive
search, leadership, managerial competences, performance management and others that are now
used commonly have made it only gradually to
the awareness of experts and a wider public. And
this is not a finished process, as also currently
one can be forced to explain elementary differences between the notion of executive search and
recruitment.

Development of the HR-consultancy services market, too, has undergone dynamic progress. After the first swallows which arrived to
the market already in 1990, many international
consultancy companies started to gradually open
their representation in the central-European
region – usually following their clients. And we
do not find many of them here anymore. In
as much as their clients became sophisticated,
i.e. CEOs and managers, also the consultancy
companies had to be able to render good and
professional services. Only a few companies had
this ability of repeatedly delivering top quality,
bringing changes and innovations, feeling the
trends and in many respects setting trends – and
these have been operating successfully in the
market for the past 25 years.

ExCITING aND uNrEpEaTabLE TImES
Nowadays, we can talk in Slovakia about the
market that is fully compatible with other markets within the European Union. Slovak managers hold managerial positions in companies not
just in Slovakia, but also in many other countries
of the world. In many spheres, they are even in
high demand exactly due to their specific type
of experience acquired in the transformation
period of the quickly and dynamically developing Slovak market.
The market of HR-consultancy companies
has reached the state in Slovakia where it is
quite atomised. Only a few companies can boast
they have managed the challenges of individual
phases which lurked during the past 25 years. It
is these companies that are a guarantee and hope
that professional standards applied in the long
term and forming the basis of their long-term
success will constantly be present on the Slovak
market ever more flooded with numerous individual consultants.
The past 25 years of forming the market
and developing the disciplines of management
and leadership were exciting and unrepeatable in
many ways.
One can believe that the coming years will
be at least similarly interesting and beneficial
for the full standardisation of the quality of HR
consultancy and development of leaders and
mangers operating on the Slovak market. n
Martin Krekáč, chairman & owner Jenewein
Group and founder & senior partner Amrop
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Young are willing to switch jobs often

S

YOuTH SEEk CHaNGE
There is a generational element to young
people’s frequent job changes, says Mario Fondati of Amrop executive search firm. People born
between the early 1980s and the early 2000s
– so-called Generation Y, or Millennials – have
weaker ties to their employers and colleagues.
“Representatives of this generation don’t
want to only work but they want to enjoy life

difficult to meet the supervisor’s expectations.
“Nobody likes it,” Ludrovská said. “Neither
the people who do it, nor those who are irritated
by the phone calls.” On the other hand, there are
jobs where people work for more than 10 years.
Customs officers, for example, average 12.3 years
on the job. Train engineers and station dispatchers both average 12 years at the job.

TrEND TO CONTINuE
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lovaks stay in the same job for less than
four years on average, but amid changing
work habits this still makes them among
central Europe’s most loyal employees.
Young Slovak men with higher education change jobs most often. The older people
become the less likely they are to change jobs,
Profesia.sk reported in September 2014 after
analysing the job seekers posted on the site.
People with only basic education generally
work in just two jobs for their entire life. Those
with university-level education have on average
3.3 jobs. People who are younger than 24 have
already been at 1.8 job positions on average.
“People gain most job experiences within
their first 34 years,” Profesia.sk wrote. “Later,
they are cautious and change jobs rarely.”
On the other hand, 64 percent of working
Slovaks, which is around 1.3 million people, are
loyal to their employer for more than five years,
the Nový Čas daily reported.
For employers, losing employees frequently
increases costs as they have to seek out and
educate new people. Moreover, many times the
first replacement does not work out, according
to Business Alliance of Slovakia (PAS) executive
director Róbert Kičina.
“This is, however, a natural process which
firms all around the world live with,” Kičina said.

and use as many opportunities to learn as they
can get,” Fondati said. “They don’t see changes
in a negative context, but as opportunity to
move forward.”
Slovak legislation creates space for chaining of short-term contracts which makes it easy
to sack employees and some sectors like public
administration, culture or NGOs use mostly
short-term contracts, according to Zuzana Kusá,
a sociologist with the Slovak Academy of Sciences.
“It could be presumed that many educated
young people live from project to project,” Kusá
said, “which could even be a lucrative living.”

TurNOvEr aT CaLL CENTrES
People who work as telemarketers, pizza
makers, au-pairs, insurance or financial agents
generally leave their jobs in less than two years.
The job with least loyal employees is call centre
operator. In general, people do this job for 15
months.
Veronika Ludrovská, a 23-year-old student
from Bratislava, worked in a call centre for two
years. She says that people leave the job because
it is psychologically demanding and it is often

The trend of changing jobs will continue
and time spent in one job will get shorter on
average, as technical innovations reduce the
demand for workers. Another reason is personal
ambitions of employees with higher education,
according to Miriam Špániková, spokeswoman
for the Federation of Employers’ Associations
(AZZZ). According to Kusá, the number of jobs
connected with projects will increase as well as
short-term job positions which are many times
funded by the EU. Moreover, in the industrial
sector, firms are not showing that they are firmly
based in Slovakia and want to protect the jobs
they offer.
Kičina pointed out that employee turnover
actually increases during good economic times,
as the risk of remaining unemployed decreases.
On the other hand, when the economy struggles
people are more likely to keep the job they have.
Tibor Gregor, the director of Klub 500,
comprised of the biggest employers in Slovakia,
says many of the club’s members defy the overall
trends. Many employees stay with the same firms
for more than 10 years, some for life, he added.
“Only members of parliament, government
and state officers are changing every four years
based on elections results,” Gregor said. n
By roman Cuprik
Spectator staff

SURVEY: HR managers talk shifting priorities
Thus they need to focus especially on quality
working environment and offer to a talented
person challenges and the possibility of career
promotion, which they may have bigger difficulties achieving abroad.
MT: Well, the best way to attract back
Slovak talents from abroad is to have interesting
positions that would challenge them back home.
Many talented people who are currently abroad
do check the local market regularly and want to
move back after some time, mainly for family

reasons. Still, the Slovak market will not grow
any bigger and there are not so many attractive
positions around. Some more interesting jobs are
naturally just behind the door, in Vienna, but
the Austrian market and its openness to talented
people from other countries is a separate story.
Luckily, many international companies with
their regional HQs in Vienna are truly international, so also the staff and thinking is such.
GK: Slovak companies hardly attract foreign
talent. In all the CEE countries in which we

Continued from pg 38

operate, purely Slovak companies are on the
lowest level in this respect. This is probably
because the majority only have a national focus
and do not reach out internationally. Only the
big multinationals attract foreign talent. Slovak
companies with only a national focus on their
sales, production and personnel staffing will
certainly not be able to effectively compete with
international-oriented companies. n
By Jana Liptáková
Spectator staff
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Who’s who

Professionals at HR companies

Robert Baldovič

Managing Partner
Menkyna & Partners Management Consulting, s.r.o.
Palisády 47, 811 06 Bratislava - Staré Mesto
Tel.: +421(0)2 5441-2718
E-mail: robert.baldovic@menkyna.com

Life philosophy: What really matters before you leave is how well you lived, how
well you loved and what you learned.

Mária Balušinská

Country manager
Randstad, s.r.o.
Prievozská 2/A, 821 09 Bratislava - Ružinov
Tel.: +421(0)948 090-972
Fax: +421(0)2 5263-2516
E-mail: maria.balusinska@randstad.sk

Dušan Eľko

Managing Partner
SAM Headhunting Slovakia s.r.o.
Vysoká 30, 811 06 Bratislava - Staré Mesto
Tel.: +421(0)905 536-001
E-mail: de@sam-int.com

Miroslav Miartuš

Managing Partner
nebotra s.r.o.
Jakubovo námestie 13, 811 09 Bratislava - Staré Mesto
Tel.: +421(0)905 421-905
E-mail: miroslav.miartus@nebotra.com
Life philosophy: There is always a way to change things... if

you really want it.
Work credo: If you made an avoidable mistake, blame yourself... and take that as
a lesson.

Ladislava Molnárová

Senior Manager
Amrop Slovakia
Štefanovičova 12, 811 04 Bratislava - Staré Mesto
Tel.: +421(0)905 658-102
Fax: +421(0)2 5443-6004
E-mail: ladislava.molnarova@amrop.sk
Life philosophy: In the end, it‘s not going to matter how many breaths you took,
but how many moments took your breath away.
Work credo: It‘s better to fail in originality than to succeed in imitation.

Peter Nemčok

Partner CEE
MENITY GROUP s. r. o.
Karadžičova 8/A, 821 08 Bratislava - Staré Mesto
Tel.: +421(0)2 5939-6263
Fax: +421(0)2 5939-6200
E-mail: bratislava@menity-group.com

Life philosophy: There are always things to improve.
Work credo: Everything is just about people.

Mario Fondati

Michal Strečok

Martin Krekáč

Igor Šulík

Partner
Amrop Slovakia
Štefanovičova 12, 811 04 Bratislava - Staré Mesto
Tel.: +421(0)905 658-103
Fax: +421(0)2 5443-6004
E-mail: mario.fondati@amrop.sk
Life philosophy: Everyone creates their own happiness.
Work credo: Only if you try will you find out whether you can do it.

Chairman & Senior Partner
Jenewein Group
Štefanovičova 12, 811 04 Bratislava - Staré Mesto
Tel.: +421(0)2 5443-6001
Fax: +421(0)2 5443-6004
E-mail: krekac@jeneweingroup.com
Life philosophy: Being old does not mean refusing to learn from one‘s grandchildren.
Work credo: No time for losers. ´Cause we are the champions of the world.

Ján Menkyna

Founding Partner
Menkyna & Partners Management Consulting, s.r.o.
Palisády 47, 811 06 Bratislava - Staré Mesto
Tel.: +421(0)2 5441-2718
E-mail: jan.menkyna@menkyna.com

Life philosophy: To live in such a way that I am not ashamed of my feelings,
thoughts, words or deeds.
Work credo: Work hard but enjoy the rest.
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Partner
Dr. Pendl & Dr. Piswanger Management Consulting s.r.o.
Cukrová 14, 813 39 Bratislava - Staré Mesto
Tel.: +421(0)2 5932-4488
+421(0)918 801-137
E-mail: strecok@pendlpiswanger.sk

Managing Partner
Amrop Slovakia
Štefanovičova 12, 811 04 Bratislava - Staré Mesto
Tel.: +421(0)905 855-584
Fax: +421(0)2 5443-6004
E-mail: igor.sulik@amrop.sk
Life philosophy: To live my life in truth.
Work credo: With belief in character, competence, commitment and teamwork
to strive for excellence.

Mariana Turanová

Managing Partner Slovakia
TARGET Executive Search
Ventúrska 14, 811 01 Bratislava - Staré Mesto
Tel.: +421(0)2 5441-1617
Fax: +421(0)2 5441-1617
E-mail: mariana.turanova@targetexecutivesearch.com
Work credo: Ready to walk the extra mile!

+421(0)904 356-444
director@
aujob.sk

www.fbe.sk
+421(0)2 5441-8513
+421(0)2 5441-8515

+421(0)2 5441-8513
fbe@
fbe.sk

www.gd-team.sk
+421(0)33 641-4173

+421(0)33 641-4173
obchod@
gd-team.sk

www.hr-management.sk
+421(0)903 778-325

+421(0)903 778-325
antos@
hr-management.sk

www.hrman.sk
+421(0)37 655-8888

+421(0)903 556-655
uhrincat@
hrman.sk
+421(0)911 844-988
miriam.lachova@
humandynamic.com

www.kno.sk
+421(0)2 5443-2303

+421(0)2 5443-2303
kno@
kno.sk

www.kornferry.com
+421(0)2 4911-4912
+421(0)2 4911-4927

+421(0)2 4911-4914
jana.kupkovicova@
kornferry.com

www.libellius.com
+421(0)2 4463-6366
+421(0)2 4463-6367

+421(0)905 700-228
martin.chinoracky@
libellius.com

www.maxman-consultants.com
+421(0)2 5263-1515

+421(0)2 5263-1515
bakos@
maxman-consultants.com

www.mcroygroup.com
+421(0)2 5720-0250

+421(0)2 5720-0200
info@
mcroygroup.com

www.menity-group.com
+421(0)2 5939-6263
+421(0)2 5939-6200

+421(0)2 5939-6263
nemcok@
menity-group.com

18
16
10

2011
Slovakia
E, R,

3
2
1

l l l l l l l HR processes implementation, personal cost
optimisation, management audit, interim HR
management

2003
Slovakia
E,

10
10
0

l l l l l l

l l l l automotive industry, banking/financial sector,
production companies, retail, IT & telecom

l utilities, public sector, industry

l

l

automotive, FMCG, medical and pharma

l l l

www.nebotra.com
+421(0)905 421-905

+421(0)905 421-905
miroslav.miartus@
nebotra.com

5
2009
20
Hong Kong
E, Bul, Cr, Chi, J, 35
K, H, G, Pl, S,

l l l l l l technology & IT, banking & finance, manufacturing, consumer goods

1993
USA
E, R,

8
6
2

1996
USA
E, H, G, R,

5
600

2004
Slovakia
E, G,
1994
Slovakia
E, G, R, Pl, I,

l

l l l l NA

l l

l

l l leadership assessment solutions, talent management, performance management, coaching

5
7
0

l

l

l l NA

13
10
-

l l l l l l IT/telecom, finance and banking, manufacturing

70
2011
United Kingdom 7
4
E, H, G,

l l l l l l l NA

l l l l

Peter nemčok

15 nebotra s.r.o.
Jakubovo námestie 13
Bratislava - Staré Mesto 811 09
info@nebotra.com

2005
Slovakia
E, G,

l

Luboš sirota

14 MenitY groUP s. r. o.
Karadžičova 8/A
Bratislava - Staré Mesto 821 08
bratislava@menity-group.com

13
20
10

Lukáš bakoš

13 McroY slovakia, a. s.
Pribinova 4
Bratislava - Staré Mesto 811 09
infoSK@mcroygroup.com

1991
Slovakia
E, G,

l l l

Martin chinoracký

12 Maxman consultants, s.r.o.
Gajova 4, P.O. Box 5
Bratislava - Staré Mesto 820 04
info@maxman-consultants.com

l l l l l l l technologies and IT sector, banking/financial
sector, sales and marketing, production

Jana kupkovičová

11 Libellius s.r.o.
Hattalova 19
Bratislava - Nové Mesto 831 03
info@libellius.com

20
20
0

steven J. kelly

10 korn/ferrY company
Tomášikova 64
Bratislava - Nové Mesto 831 03
andrea.jorikova@kornferry.com

2004
SR / Swiss
E, F, H, G, Pl,

career and professional counselling, organisati- l l
onal and personnel counselling

Miriam Lachová

www.humandynamic.sk
+421(0)911 844-977

9 kno sLovensko s.r.o.
Leškova 3/A
Bratislava - Staré Mesto 811 04
kno@kno.sk

l l l l l l

Pavel Uhrinčať

8 Human dynamic central & eastern europe s.r.o.
Dobšinského 14
Bratislava - Staré Mesto 811 05
sk.office@humandynamic.com

3
11
0

dušan Antoš

7 Hrman, s.r.o.
Piaristická 2
Nitra 949 01
hrman@hrman.sk

2005
Slovakia
E, G,

l l

erik gottschall

6 Hr Management s.r.o.
Hargašova 21
Bratislava - Záhorská Bystrica 841 06
antos@hr-management.sk

l l l l l l l strategic management consulting, EU consulting, government relations

daniel Laco

5 gd-team, a.s.
Moyzesova 4/A
Pezinok 902 01
obchod@gd-team.sk

45
88
15

Zuzana krutilova

4 for business excellence - fbe
Liptovská 10
Bratislava - Ružinov 821 09
fbe@fbe.sk

empleoyment agengy

www.aujob.eu
+421(0)2 5296-6882
+421(0)2 5296-6882

PreMiUM Listing
1990
Austria / SR
E, F, H, G, R,

katarína ikrényiová

3 AuJob s.r.o.
Jelenia 11
Bratislava - Staré Mesto 811 05
office@aujob.sk

temporary employment agency

+421(0)905 303-291
katarina@
a-omega.sk

executive search firm

www.a-omega.sk
+421(0)34 772-2336
+421(0)34 772-2336

Tri najdôležitejšie sektory
pre poradenstvo v oblasti ľudského kapitálu

Martin krekáč

2 A-oMegA, s.r.o.
Radlinského 2751
Malacky 901 01
a-omega@a-omega.sk

three major sectors for human capital
consulting
recruitment agency

+421(0)2 5443-6001
slovakia@
jeneweingroup.com

Štefanovičova 12
Bratislava
Staré Mesto 811 04
slovakia@jeneweingroup.com

Management systems / Manažérske systémy

www.jeneweingroup.com
+421(0)2 5443-6001
+421(0)2 5443-6004

1 Jenewein group

GENERAL PARTNER

Management audits / Manažérske audity

Riaditeľ
Telefón
E-mail

organisation audits / Organizačné audity

www
Telefón
Fax

Performance management / Riad. výkonnosti

Názov (v abecednom poradí)
Adresa
Mesto PSČ
E-mail

compensation / Odmeňovanie

chief executive officer
Phone
e-mail

staff development / Rozvoj ľudí

www
Phone
fax

no. of permanent employees in sr / no. of slovak
advisors / no. of foreign advisors in sr /
Počet stálych zamestnancov v SR / Počet slovenských / zahraničných poradcov v SR
People acquisition / Získavanie ľudí

company (Listed alphabetically)
Address
city, Postal code
e-mail

Year of establishment in sr / country of origin /
Languages / Rok založenia v SR / Krajina pôvodu /
Jazyky

consulting – Human capital

2007
USA
E, G, R,

3
3
2

2005
Slovakia
E, F, G,

2
9
3

l banking/finance, business services, FMCG,
technology and telecommunications, software
and IT

l

l

Miroslav Miartuš
l

l l l industrial/production companies, administration, procurement, project management

NA- not available, Ar-Arabic, Bul-Bulgarian, Cr-Croatian, D-Dutch, E-English, F-French, G-German, H-Hungarian, Chi-Chinese, I-Italian, J-Japanese, K-Korean, N-Norwegian, Pl-Polish, P-Portuguese, R-Russian, Sl-Slovenian, S-Spanish

compiled by the slovak spectator team
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recruitment agencies
Placements through personnel
leasing in sr in 2014 / Obsadzovanie
pozícií cez personálny lízing v 2014

Hurbanovo nám. 5
Bratislava - Staré Mesto 811 03
centralpost@recagent.sk

chief executive officer
Phone
e-mail

www
Telefón
Fax

Riaditeľ
Telefón
E-mail
csaba benkő

www.dobryflek.sk
+421(0)903 900-402

+421(0)903 900-402
csaba.benko@
recagent.sk

18 stegmann slovakia, s.r.o.
Vysoká 32
Bratislava - Staré Mesto 811 06
info@stegmann.7s.com

www.synergie.sk
+421(0)2 5441-5522
+421(0)2 5441-5489

20 trenkwalder, a.s.
Nám. 1. mája 18
Bratislava - Staré Mesto 811 06
skinfo@trenkwalder.com

l l

Professional standards /
Average search time
(weeks) /
no. of branches in
sr (no. of branches
worldwide)
Profesný štandard / Priemerný čas vyhľadávania
v týždňoch / Počet pobočiek v SR (vo svete)

no. of placement / Upper
& middle
management / specialists
Celkový počet umiestnení
/ Vyšší
a stredný manažment /
Špecialisti

Administration
& assistants /
workers /
other / Administratíva a obslužný
personál /
Robotníci / Iné

Recrutiment
2-3
1 (0)

21
14%
76%

10%
0%
0%

1,227
30%
30%

20%
20%
0%

91
25%
65%

10%
0%
0%

l

l l

logistics & industry, finance &
sales, IT & telco, marketing & HR

144
17%
0%

83%
0%
0%

l l l l

top management, admin., sales &
marketing, procurement, logistics,
production, HR, accountancy

Major sectors
/Najdôležitejšie sektory

administration, finance, logistics,
sales, services, health care, travel &
restaurants, production

l

klaudia Štefániková Affiliated with: 7(s) gruppe
www.stegmann-personal.sk
+421(0)2 5720-3030
+421(0)2 5720-3031

19 sYnergie slovakia s.r.o.
Dunajská 4
Bratislava - Staré Mesto 811 08
synergie@synergie.sk

2008
5
E, H,

other services /
Ostatné služby

Management audits / Manažérske audity
interim management / Interim management
training / Trénovanie
employment abroad / Zamestn. v zahraničí
temporary jobs / Brigády

Názov (v abecednom poradí)
Adresa
Mesto PSČ
E-mail
17 recAgent, s. r. o.

www
Phone
fax

Year of establishment / no.of permanent employees
in sr / Languages
Rok založenia v SR / Počet stálych zamestnancov v SR /
Jazyky
executive search firm
Human capital consulting firm
employment agency
temporary employment agency

Active also as
/ Spoločnosť je
aktívna
aj v oblasti

company (Listed alphabetically)
Address
city, Postal code
e-mail

GENERAL PARTNER

www.trenkwalder.sk
+421(0)2 5710-8300
+421(0)2 5710-8305

+421(0)2 5720-3030
klaudia.stefanikova@
stegmann.7s.com

2005

Martin Huba

Affiliated with: sYnergie group

+421(0)2 5441-5522
huba@
synergie.sk

1999
10
E, F, G,

Ján trgala

Affiliated with: droege group

+421(0)2 5710-8343
k.kolibova@
trenkwalder.com

1991
55
E, H, G,

l

E, G,

l 2
3 (320)

l l l l 5-6
1 (600)
l l

l ISO9001:2000
4-6
5 (350)

l automotive, engineering, production, IT, administrative, sales,
finance, HR, law

l

eXecutive searcH Firms

1

2

3

4

5

6 consilium consulting, s.r.o.
www.consilium.sk
Štefanovičova 18
+421(0)2 5443-4873
Bratislava - Staré Mesto 811 04
+421(0)2 5441-0272
consilium@consilium.sk
7 dr. Pendl & dr. Piswanger
Management consulting s.r.o.
www.pendlpiswanger.sk
Cukrová 14
+421(0)2 5932-4488
Bratislava - Staré Mesto 813 39
office@pendlpiswanger.sk

Jana Martin
+420 2 4245-8401
prague@
accord-ece.com
blanka schellingová
+421(0)2 5263-2761
schellingova@
arthur-hunt.sk
Jana srpoňová
+421(0)903 104-077
srponova@
essentials.sk
klaudia demianová
+421(0)905 486-762
kdemianova@
cnaint.eu

share of
executive
search methods in 2014
(in %)
/Percentuálny
podiel metód
v executive
search v roku
2014 (v %)

retained
executive
search/
contingency
search
Affiliated with: Amrop - Leaders for what´s next
PreMiUM Listing
AESC, ECGI
l l l l l l l l l l l l 90%
l l l
4-6
10%
1 (82)

2000
6
E, G,

Affiliated with: AltoPartners executive search worldwide
l l l l AESC
l l l l l l l l
l
l 99%
4-6
1%
1 (52)
Affiliated with: Arthur Hunt group
l
l l l l l l l l l l l l 100%
3-4
0%
1 (9)

2006

l

2004
E, F, G,

1-4
1 (0)

E,
2013
l l
5
E, Bul, Cr, H, G,
R, Pl, Sl, I, S,

l

other services /
Ostatné služby
executive board consulting / Poradenstvo správnym orgánom spol.
Management audits / Manažérske audity
interim management / Interim manažment
training / Trénovanie
outplacement / Outplacement

Professionals (lawyers, auditors...) / Odborníci (právnici, auditori...)

Public sector / Verejný sektor

Health care / Zdravotníctvo

Riaditeľ
Telefón
E-mail
igor Šulík, Mario fondati, Martin krekáč
1990
+421(0)2 5443-6001
l
25
slovakia@
E, F, H, G, R,
amrop.sk

travel & restaurants / Cestovný ruch a reštaurácie

Názov (v abecednom poradí)
www
Adresa
Telefón
Mesto PSČ
Fax
E-mail
Amrop - Leaders for what´s next
www.amrop.sk
Štefanovičova 12
Bratislava - Staré Mesto +421(0)2 5443-6001
+421(0)2 5443-6004
811 04
slovakia@amrop.sk
Accord group ceska s.r.o., organizačná zložka
www.accord-ece.com
Zámocká 3
+421(0)2 2051-2501
Bratislava - Staré Mesto 811 01
bratislava@accord-ece.com
Arthur Hunt, s.r.o.
www.arthur-hunt.com
Obchodná 24
+421(0)2 5263-2761
Bratislava - Staré Mesto 811 06
+421(0)2 5273-1090
office@arthur-hunt.sk
bUsiness essentiALs spol. s r.o.
www.essentials.sk
Jakubovo namestie 13
+421(0)918 538-357
Bratislava - Staré Mesto 811 02
info@essentials.sk
cnA international - slovakia s.r.o.
www.cnaint.sk
Carlton Savoy Building, Mostová 2
+421(0)2 3266-1725
Bratislava - Staré Mesto 811 02
kdemianova@cnaint.eu

chief executive officer
Phone
e-mail

Professional standards / Average search
time (weeks) / no. of branches in sr (no. of
branches worldwide) / Profesný štandard /
Priemerný čas vyhľadávania v týždňoch /
Počet pobočiek v SR (vo svete)
Production / Výroba

www
Phone
fax

Year of establishment / no.of permanent employees
in sr / Languages
Rok založenia v SR / Počet stálych zamestnancov v SR /
Jazyky
recruitment agency
Human capital consulting firm
temporary employment agency
employment agency

company (Listed alphabetically)
Address
city, Postal code
e-mail

Automotive / Automobilový priemysel
energy sector / Energetika
telecommunications & it / Telekomunikácie & IT
finance / Finančný sektor
Logistics / Logistika
sales / Predaj
Advertising & media / Reklama a média

target sectors / Obsadzované sektory

Active also as
/ Aktívna aj v
oblasti

3-4
1 (32)

l l l l

l l l

l 60%
40%

l l

l l l l l l l l l l l l 70%
30%

l l l l l

l 30%
70%

l l l l l

l

l l l l l

l

vladimír koša
kosa@
consilium.sk

2005
10
E, H, G,

l l

eva strečková
+421(0)2 5932-4488
streckova@
pendlpiswanger.sk

2-3
1 (0)

l l l l l l l l l

Affiliated with: intersearch worldwide, dr. Pendl & dr. Piswanger group
1993
E, G,

l l

4-6
1 (90)

l l l l l l l l l l l l 90%
10%

NA- not available, Ar-Arabic, Bul-Bulgarian, Cr-Croatian, D-Dutch, E-English, F-French, G-German, H-Hungarian, Chi-Chinese, I-Italian, J-Japanese, K-Korean, N-Norwegian, Pl-Polish, P-Portuguese, R-Russian, Sl-Slovenian, S-Spanish

l l l l l

compiled by the slovak spectator team
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1

2

3

4

5 new visions in Hr
In Form Slovakia, s.r.o.
Račianska 69/B, Bratislava - Nové Mesto 831 02
inform@informslovakia.sk
6 Personal Management
TREND Representative, s.r.o.
Tomášikova 23, Bratislava - Ružinov 821 01
promotion@trend.sk
7 bibliotéka/Pedagogika
Incheba, a. s.
Viedenská cesta 3-7, Bratislava - Petržalka 851 01
incheba@incheba.sk
8 Job forum
EXPO CENTER a.s.
Pod Sokolicami 43, Trenčín 911 01
expocenter@expocenter.sk
9 secondary school - student
EXPO CENTER a. s.
Pod Sokolicami 43, Trenčín 911 01
expocenter@expocenter.sk

+421(0)904 859-228
www.informslovakia.sk
+421(0)2 2082-2109
+421(0)2 2082-2223
www.trendkonferencie.sk
+421(0)2 6727-1111
+421(0)2 6727-2201
www.incheba.sk
+421(0)32 770-4320
+421(0)32 770-4324
www.expocenter.sk
+421(0)32 770-4320
+421(0)32 770-4324
www.expocenter.sk

Pr manager
Phone
e-mail

Riaditeľ konferencie
Telefón
E-mail
Peter krutý
+421(0)915 912-827
kruty@
profesia.sk
Lucia Lauková

PR manažér
Telefón
E-mail
Martin Menšík
+421(0)2 3220-9110
mensik@
hrclub.sk
Andrea gondová

+421(0)2 5564-2471
lucia.laukova@
hrcomm.sk

+421(0)2 5564-2471
andrea.gondova@
hrcomm.sk

Lucia Lauková
+421(0)2 5564-2471
lucia.laukova@
hrcomm.sk

Andrea gondová
+421(0)2 5564-2471
andrea.gondova@
hrcomm.sk

Mario fondati
+421(0)905 658-103
mario.fondati@
amrop.sk

Jana Hyžová
+421(0)904 159-473
hyzova@
jeneweingroup.com

erika Jankajová
+421(0)904 859-228
jankajova@
informslovakia.sk
Pavla Pohanková
+421(0)2 2082-2109
pohankova@
trend.sk
ivan veselý
+421(0)2 6727-2218
ivesely@
incheba.sk
dominika sulová
+421(0)32 770-4334
sulova@
expocenter.sk
dominika sulová
+421(0)32 770-4334
sulova@
expocenter.sk

Jana Mujkošová
+421(0)911 175-753
l
mujkosova@
informslovakia.sk
ingrid schnurmacherová
+421(0)2 2082-2137
l
schnurmacherova@
trend.sk
Martina Macková
+421(0)2 6727-3345
l
mmackova@
incheba.sk
ivana ridékyová
+421(0)32 770-4311
l
expocenter@
expocenter.sk
ivana ridékyová
+421(0)32 770-4311
l
expocenter@
expocenter.sk

l l l April
www.hrdays.sk
vystava@profesia.sk

conference (exhibition) was first held in
(year) / no. of visitors in 2014 /Location of
the event / Rok prvého konania konferencie
(výstavy) / Počet návštevníkov v roku 2014/
Miesto konania konferencie (výstavy)

conference director
Phone
e-mail

Month (date) event is held / conference
(exhibition) www /conference (exhibition)
e-mail / Obdobie konania konferencie
(výstavy) /www konferencie (výstavy) / E-mail
konferencie (výstavy)

name of conference / exhibition (Listed by date of events)
organiser
Phone
Address, city, Postal code
fax
e-mail
www
Názov konferencie / výstavy (zoradené podľa dátumu
konania)
Telefón
Organizátor
Fax
Adresa, Mesto, PSČ
www
E-mail
Hr days
+421(0)2 3220-9110
Profesia, s.r.o.
+421(0)2 3220-9118
Pribinova 25, Bratislava - Staré Mesto 811 09
www.profesia.sk
profesia@profesia.sk
Practical experiences in Hr: Performance management
and Motivation
HRcomm - ZDRUŽENIE PRE RIADENIE A ROZVOJ +421(0)2 5564-2471
ĽUDSKÝCH ZDROJOV
www.hrcomm.sk
Kominárska 2, Bratislava - Nové Mesto 831 04
hrcomm@hrcomm.sk
Human resources development and employee training
HRcomm - ZDRUŽENIE PRE RIADENIE A ROZVOJ +421(0)2 5564-2471
ĽUDSKÝCH ZDROJOV
www.hrcomm.sk
Kominárska 2, Bratislava - Nové Mesto 831 04
hrcomm@hrcomm.sk
corporates for children. tHAnk YoU!
+421(0)2 5443-6001
Amrop - Leaders For What´s Next
Štefanovičova 12, Bratislava - Staré Mesto 811 04 +421(0)2 5443-6004
www.amrop.sk
firmydetom@amrop.sk

event / Podujatie

events Focusing on Human capital or education

conference / Konferencia
exhibition / Výstava

GENERAL PARTNER

2011
250
Bratislava

description / Popis

Unique job fair in the area of HR for recruitment
professionals, HR managers and professionals in
the labour market.

l

April
www.hrcomm.sk
hrcomm@hrcomm.sk

Exchange of experience (information). Inspi2000
ration for companies in fields of performance
60
Demänovská dolina management and motivation of employees.

l

June
www.hrcomm.sk
hrcomm@hrcomm.sk

Exchange of experience of corporate training
1997
specialists and providers of training. Inspiration
60
Demänovská dolina for development of personality.
2009
240
Bratislava
Partizánska lúka

This initiative is part of Charity run 21 km for
children in need organised by Children’s Safety
Line (Unicef).

September
www.informslovakia.sk
inform@informslovakia.sk

2008
230
Bratislava

Permanently sustainable development of HR and
company. Support of culture, health and safety.
Education & development of employees.

October
www.trendkonferencie.sk
promotion@trend.sk

1994
191
Bratislava

One of the greatest HR conferences in SR, organised by Trend and ZRRĽZ. Part of conference is
HR Gold 2015.

November
www.incheba.sk
biblioteka@incheba.sk

1992
40,115
Bratislava

Presentation of books, magazines, library equipments, book design, an exhibition of education
and learning technology.

November
www.expocenter.sk
expocenter@expocenter.sk

2009
21
Trenčín

International job & education opportunities fair.

November
www.expocenter.sk
sulova@expocenter.sk

1999
43
Trenčín

International specialised secondary schools and
training institutions fair.

l September
www.21kmpredeti.ldi.sk
firmydetom@amrop.sk

NA- not available, Ar-Arabic, Bul-Bulgarian, Cr-Croatian, D-Dutch, E-English, F-French, G-German, H-Hungarian, Chi-Chinese, I-Italian, J-Japanese, K-Korean, N-Norwegian, Pl-Polish, P-Portuguese, R-Russian, Sl-Slovenian, S-Spanish

compiled by the slovak spectator team

Why become a subscriber to The Slovak Spectator?
Because The Slovak Spectator...
- is a unique source of information about Slovak business,
politics and culture written in English
- brings you detailed reports with facts to understand
the background of current news
- is read by prestigious international institutions here and abroad

Become an All Inclusive Subscriber to The Slovak Spectator now for only €39 per year*
and save 48% off the separate cover prices!
You will receive: The Slovak Spectator bi-weekly, all 3 special publications, and full access to our website
*Extra postage applies for subscribers outside Slovakia

For more information contact our Circulation Department
at +421 2 5923 3300, or circulation@spectator.sk, www.spectator.sk
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We want others

to beneﬁt from our success.

We are supporting professional business
approach and corporate social responsibility
towards people and environment.
Over the 25 years of our business operation,
we have allocated extensive ﬁnancial and non-ﬁnancial
means to support a wide range of ideas,
projects and organisations.

www.jeneweingroup.com

SP015003/001

Štefanovičova 12
811 04 Bratislava

